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Desert Fly Casters Supports 
BARBLESS HOOKS
 CATCH & RELEASE

Catch all  of us DFC TROUT BUMS...We talk fish, we fish an'  fish an'  talk fish while enjoying the out- of- doors in Arizona!

FEBRUARY 2015

2015 is shaping up to be a great year for the Desert Fly Casters. We have semi-finalized our 
outings schedule—we are doing many of our old favorites: Deadhorse in February, the White 
Mountains in June, and Rocky Point in November--but we will also be adding in some newer 
trips like Durango, Colorado in July and a few trips to the Gilbert Riparian area, our newly ad-
opted local DFC fishery. For the adventuresome, we are even working on a trip to New Mexico 
for Tiger Muskies in April.  Get out there and do some fishing with us.
    We also have a reinvigorated education program for our members. We will be providing you 
the knowledge you need to be successful on the water—you can learn the basics of how to rig 
your first rod, how to cast, how to catch your first fly caught fish in moving water, all the way to 

tying your own flies and building your own fly rods. We urge to take advantage of these opportunities.
    Heads up that our annual DFC banquet will be held Wednesday February 11, at the Knights of Columbus hall 
in Chandler. For the most part, it will be like our recent banquets with the board supplying turkeys, ham and ribs. 
We’re going to try something a little different this year though--we are asking member with names beginning 
A-F to bring a dessert, and those with names G-Z to bring a side dish.  The DFC banquet committee is hard at 
work to make this a great event, but we could use your help in soliciting donations from local businesses, as well 
as considering making a donation on your own. This is the big annual fund raiser for our club, and helps fund the 
activities in our club. Your help is much appreciated!
   I would like to welcome a couple of new members to the DFC board. JC Roberson and Frank Schettino have 
stepped up to help provide the services that make DFC a great club. Besides the outings and education events, the 
board members organize monthly speakers, plan conservation activities, work on community outreach programs, 
plus do a lot of the “behind the scenes” work that often goes unrecognized—running the monthly raffle, planning 
the annual banquet, keeping track of the money, running the library etc.  I appreciate all of the things the board 
does, and I hope you do also.
Tight Lines, keep your powder dry, and zip up your tent door at night. Those mice are sneaky. Very sneaky.  
Joe
Questions? Comments? ...Catch me at: joestaller@yahoo.com...or... joseph.staller@freescale.com
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DFC ANNUAL BANQUET/RAFFLE
Wednesday,  February 11, 2015

For those new to the club this raffle is different than the monthly raffle.  There will 
be General Raffle items displayed on the tables.  Each item will have a corresponding cup.  
You will walk around the room to review all the raffle items and drop your tickets in the 
cups for items you want to bid on.  When the raffle starts one ticket will be drawn from each 
cup and the lucky winner of that item will be announced.  You can place as many tickets 
into one cup as you wish, depends on how bad you want to win that item.

When you purchase your raffle tickets you will be assigned a unique number that will 
use for the evening. You will write your unique number on ALL your tickets.  When the 
raffle starts we will call out the unique number on the winning tickets.  As always no 
bent tickets or mailing labels on any ticket.  Any bent ticket or tickets with a mailing 
label will be thrown out.  If you wish you can write your name or initials on each ticket 
or you can use an ink stamp with your name to identify your tickets.

There will be General Raffle Tickets for the General Raffle items. Ticket prices are as be-
low.   For each $25, $50 and $100 package of General Raffle Tickets you purchase you will 
receive a $25, $50 and $100 Special Raffle Ticket.  These Special Raffle Tickets are for Spe-
cial Raffle items on the table next to the window where you buy your tickets.  You will place 
these Special Raffle Tickets into the cups on this table.

The Higher Dollar pack of General Raffle Tickets you buy the more additional General Raffle 
Tickets you get.

       $1 – 1 General Raffle Ticket
       $5 – 6 General Raffle Tickets
       $25 - 30 General Raffle Tickets
        1 $25 Special Raffle Ticket   
        $50 - 70 General Raffle Tickets
        2 $25 Special Raffle Tickets 
        1 $50 Special Raffle Ticket 
        $100 – 160 General Raffle Tickets 
        4 $25 Special Raffle Tickets 
        2 $50 Special Raffle Tickets
        1 $100 Special Raffle Ticket

The $25 Special Raffle Tickets will have 3 winners of $25 gift cards to fly shops, the $50 
Special Raffle Tickets will have 3 winners of $50 gift cards to fly shops and the $100 Special 
Raffle Tickets will have 2 winners (one will be a St. Croix Legend Elite 9ft 5wt 4pc custom 
built by Dave Weaver with a Lamson Guru Reel and the other $100 Gift Card to Sportsman 
Warehouse).  

We will also be selling playing cards.  Each card cost $10.  There will be 2 winners.  The 
person holding the first card drawn will have their choice of a Winston Boran IIIX 10ft 4wt 
4pc custom built rod w/reel or a YETI Roadie Cooler.  The person holding the second card 
drawn will get the other item.  Make sure you buy your cards early because they go fast.

There will also be a 50/50 raffle, 5 tickets for $5.  The winner will get 50% of the money 
collected. Last year’s winner won $132.  Just think, this could pay for the raffle tickets you 
purchased.

And don’t forget the food.  This is a pot-luck like you have never seen.  Your board will 
provide the meat - Turkey, ham, ribs, cedar planked Salmon and a smoked Salmon spread.  
Members with last name beginning A – F bring a dessert to share and G - Z bring a side to 
share.
QUESTIONS??? Catch me, Charlie Rosser at: chasr123@cox.net



NOTE • 2015

CATCH
THIS

OUTING!

Dead Horse Ranch State Park • February 20-22, 2015
We still have a few spots left at the group campsite.  This is always a fun 
outing. Great for the whole family.  Three ponds to fish, plus the Verde riv-
er.  Bring dish to share for the potluck Saturday evening.  Cost for weekend 
is $40 per family.  Please see Harriet at the Banquet to reserve your spot, or 
call or text 480-363-5552.  Last day to sign up for spot in group site is Feb-
ruary 12th. There are great showers and restrooms but no hookups.  The 
ramada has electricity for coffee pots or crockpots ect.  Don't miss out on 
this fun outing!
Questions?? Catch me, Harriet Georgopapadakos at: harrietg@q.com
                                            ... or call at: 602-540-9033

by
Vince
Deadmond
Vince Deadmond, 
"The Fly Fishing 
Hardware Guy", is 
co-owner of Best 
Hardware in Apache 
Junction, AZ.  He 
is an enthusiastic, 
caffeniated, fly 
fisher in search of a 
really good cookie.  
His fly fishing stories 
are published on 
the web, in local 
newspapers and 
magazines.  His 
stories tangle fam-
ily, friends, and fly 
lines.

It was a warm, sunny, blue sky, calm sea winter day in Puerto Penasco, the 
kind of day that needs little polish for perfection.  Although some fine tuning 
can make it even better.  First a stop, Reggie’s for the essentials, coffee, donut, and a 
burro for later.  The plan was to fly fish with my friend Jeff Voigt.   As an older fly 
fisher with no disillusionment of being young or handsome, most women are not go-
ing to give me a second look, even in my best fly fishing shirt.  I feel fortunate when 
my wife gives me a grin and has a twinkle in her eye.  My fly fishing fantasies don’t 
normally include boobies and wet heavy breathing, but this story does, and I was 
wondering how close to perfection it would get.
    We launched our pontoon boats on the incoming tide from the Playa de Oro RV 
Park, and headed toward the Malecon, from Miridor Beach.  We were casting size 
four Clousers, and catching Cabrilla, Grouper, and Flounder with sinking fly lines.  
A warm day in the winter time is 70 degrees, cool enough to wear waders, but usually 
I find them too warm.  My friend Jeff suggests poly long johns under swim trunks.  
It is warm enough, and lighter than waders, but it’s a fashion statement that screams  
“Rodeo Clown”.  Comfort is a big part of perfection.
    Having rounded the point, I headed for the rock pile with the most bird droppings 
on it.  This has always been a good place to fish.  I was close enough to land a fly on 
the rocks, but cast just short.  I stripped the fly rapidly and felt a bump almost im-
mediately, sure enough I was hooked up with a Pompano.  I invited my friend Jeff to 
make some casts into the rock pile.  He was busy landing a big Trigger.  Yes, this was a 
good fishing day.  We normally release fish, but today we kept a nice Grouper, Floun-
der and a big Trigger for Duey in the RV Park.  It doesn’t get much better than this.
    After releasing my last fish I again turned my attention to the rock pile where I 
was sure to catch more Pompano.  Setting on the rocks and taking in the sun was 
a good number of Brown Pelicans, and various Terns.  I am more of a fish guy and 
sometimes don’t pay enough attention to the abundant bird life that we have here in 
Penasco.  I was soon buttoned up to another Pompano, and enjoying the struggle to 
land another fish.  Suddenly a shadow flashed over my head and a large sea bird dived 
on my hooked fish.  It was a Blue Footed Boobie, it was all I could do to keep the fish 
and bird apart.  I knew if I allowed the bird to eat the fish my fly would be stuck to a 
bird that had no intention on giving it back.  While I am trying to let the fish go and 
shoo the bird away I hear WHOooooofff ! Uoooooooooofff !  I looked up just in time 
to see a pod of dolphin passing by breathing rhythmically.
We have many perfectly good fishing days in Puerto Penasco, but not all of them have 
perfect weather, fly fishing with a friend, catching many fish, being too close to big 
boobies and listening to heavy breathing.  Hope you enjoyed this fishing adventure, 
and I hope to see you on the water soon.  Vince Deadmond “The Fly Fishing Hard-
ware Guy” can be reached at Best Hardware 237 N Apache Trail Apache Junction, 
AZ vince@ajbest.com and 480 982 7461.

PERFECT IN 
PENASCO
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Flyfishing Film Tour and Iron Fly coming to Phoenix

Friday, Feb 13th, 6pm at Boulders on Broadway. 

$15 cash night of the show. 
 

After the screening, "Iron Fly" After-Party

Date: Friday Feb. 13th 

Time: About 9pm, right after the film tour!

Local: Boulders on Broadway in Tempe

Cost: 

Absolutely FREE! However, there will be a donation jar for Project Healing Waters 

and it would be cool if you put a few bucks in there.

Other details: 

Prizes to be given, raffles to be had, donations to Project Healing Waters to be made. 

Vises and tools will need to be brought by those interested in tying.  If you have 

your own kit please bring it along so that those who are brand new to tying (or 

don't have their own gear) can use the stuff that we are furnishing. There will be 

a couple of vises from Wolff Indiana that you can check out before we give them 

away as prizes as well (thanks to southwest custom flyrods). 
 

This has been going on around the country for just over a year now and the time 

has come to put on your drinkin shoes, tying pants and let the tying begin.The 

idea is a spin off from the classic show "Iron Chef". Tyers will recieve a mystery 

bag of materials given right before every round and will be given a specific cat-

egory of fly to tie. Judging will be done based on creative use of weird materials, 

fishiness, and possibly how ridiculous you can get. Bring your A game and lets 

spin some wicked bugs!!! Open tying will be held before contest starts. 

Questions? Catch either of us at:

Christopher Huber - chrisrhuber@gmail.com

Joe Staller- Joseph.Staller@freescale.com

Riparian Outing...Report
Saturday, January 24, 2015

No one caught a fish.  
The fish fry afterwards was Ono.
Michael Georgopapadakos-DFC v/p

Hey...This is a first time event...There was much fun and com-
munication among our members and guests...Now we'll work 
on educating the fish for next years event...Thank you to Rod 
Buchanan, for organizing this. Please drop him a line with 
any comments at: buchanan23@aol.com
Thanx- R.McKeon, Editor

photo: michael georgopapadakos
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Fly Tying Corner
Intermediate session on Wednesday, February 25 from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at: 

Gilbert Library (Corner of Greenfield and Guadalupe) 

February Flies of the Month
Carpy Charlie
Hook: #8-10 bonefish hook or similar
Thread: Red or Olive
Eyes: small dumbell eyes 
Rib: Crystal Flash and vinyl ribbing
Tail: Partridge
Body: Orange antron(or olive)
Thorax:  Orange antron(or olive)
Wing:  Orange antron(or olive)

Crawdad
Hook: Mustad 9674 streamer hook
Eyes: Dumbell eyes 
Claws: 1/8" Crawdad Orange rabbit strips
Body: medium Coffee chenille
Legs: Palmered brown hackle
Back: Molted brownish orange felt
Ribbing: Copper wire

Got questions??? Catch me, Bob Harrison at: Harrn7963@aol.

We are looking for guest tyers for February through June. If you have a couple flies that you would like 
to share with fellow fly fishers, let Gentry or me know. 

Catch Gentry Smith at: design@gentrysmith.com...or: 480-213-0372

NOTE: 

Change in day, 

week and 

location!
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EDUCATION BITS an' Stuff
. . .from Dick Brooks
Comments...Questions?? Catch me at: gdubby77@gmail.com

The Case for the Furled Leader. . .

FINAL

FURLED LEADER

ARTICLE

 

At this point you have one turn around the final 
peg … and a spool in your hand wondering what to 
do next. Make a couple more turns around the 114" 
peg to hold it in place, then tie a loop in the line 
six inches or so beyond the peg — a surgeon’s or a 
simple overhand knot, as before, will do nicely. Go 
ahead and cut the spool off at this point, remem-
bering to keep tension on the standing line as you 
do so. Now remove your temporary wraps from the 
last peg while holding the looped end out straight 
at the end of your board/jig. Here is a tricky part. 
While maintaining tension on the line, take one of 
your fish weights and hang it from your tied loop. 
Wrap the strand with the weight attached once 
around the end peg. The weight will now hold it in 
place while you proceed. This completes your first 
strand.
Now with the tag end of the line coming from your 
spool again, tie a loop as you did at the beginning 
of your first strand. Hook loop on the cup hook 
and do exactly what you did when making the first 
strand using the same number of loops (4,3,2,1) on 
the other set of pegs (2,4,6,7).

A close-up of the loops on the fifth (88") peg.
Here’s where the fun begins. You will need a reversible 
electric drill. Make a hook that you can chuck in your 
drill. You can use a barbless hook, but I prefer putting 
a bend into a nail — nails aren’t quite as sharp. Drills 
vary in speeds, but the fast speed on a good drill will 
serve you well. Begin with either strand. Hook your 
drill hook into the loops presently held by one of your 
fish weights (leave your weight within reach; you’ll 
need it again shortly). Apply a little tension, standing 
behind your board/jig, lift the loops off the pegs with 
a gentle, upward motion. If you have made a mistake, 
at this time you will know it, and my heart goes out to 

you. There is nothing to do but to begin that strand 
all over. Sure you can quit, but when you think of all 
the goof balls that have done this successfully, and the 
fact you now have only thirty minutes and .50 cents ir-
retrievably invested, you have little choice but to take 
a break and start over.
Now you’ve lifted a strand of looped mono, and are 
optimistic. It’s time to furl. Counting revolutions is out 
of the question. I time the furling with my watch. 45 
seconds seems right for me. I begin furling clockwise. 
You will feel when the line is twisted to a point where 
there is mild resistance and the strand will begin to 
shorten slightly at about 35 seconds. Pull the twisted 
strands at the nail hook in the drill back with forefinger 
and thumb — enough to reinsert your hooked fishing 
weight — then secure it with a wrap around the finish-
ing nail that you added when you built your jig.

A view of the last stage of completing your first strand. No-
tice that the weight is keeping tension on the completed 
loops; this allows you to cut the spool free (which has not yet 
been done in this photo) and move on to your second strand.
You have now spun half of your leader, clockwise. 
Complete the same procedure now with your other 
strand, spinning clockwise also, but leave the second 
strand on the drill hook. 
After spinning both strands, take your first spun 
strand, and hook it back on to your drill hook with 
the strand you just spun. Now, switch your drill so as 
to turn counterclockwise. Please don’t forget to go in 
the opposite direction: you’ve got some time invested 
now. Spin your two clockwise strands for 45 seconds, 
again counterclockwise.
Congratulations! The rest is a piece of cake. All the 
ones you make from here on will take ten minutes, 
start to finish, believe me. Making a knotted leader, 
you’d still be tying knots, with strawberry chap stick 
on your summer lips, standing on your knotted leader 
and pulling until you get second degree burns on 
your pulling hand and swearing that you’ll remem-
ber to wear a glove next time. Sorry. I wasn’t going to 

hype furled leaders any more. Besides, you are prob-
ably thinking There must be another step. Indeed. You 
need to finish your leader.
Now unhook one end and then the other of your 
furled strands and holding them between finger and 
thumb; to make things even simpler you can attach 
forceps to one end of the leader. Your leader will want 
to contract like a twisted rubber band. Don’t worry: 
that’s normal. It won’t come unfurled, though attach-
ing forceps makes the mind rest easier. Now hold one 
end up, let go of the other, and let it spin.
When it stops spinning you are ready to put loops on 
each end for attaching the running line and the tippet. 
There is a way to make these loops without using a 
knot, but since you’re already digested a lot of infor-
mation here, I’ll refer you to the instructions by Mike 
McGuire, who’s listed in the references. Quite honestly, 
though, I prefer to whip finish mine, and here’s a quick 
tutorial:
Make a loop the size you prefer, and in the manner 
you would wrap a hook shank if you are a fly tier. Start 
wrapping a few turns, then twirl the bobbin around, 
ninety to nothing between your fingers, spaced about 
a half-inch apart. I end with about four whipped 
hitches at the top, a drop or two of Super Glue, and 
clip off the excess leader smooth to the bottom of the 
whipped loop.
When you have whip-finished both ends, you’re al-
most ready to go fishing. But before you do, coil it up 
around your hand, then holding either end, let it un-
coil. It fell straight as an arrow didn’t it? Your leader is 
as soft as a baby’s bottom, isn’t it? It’s tapered nicely 
and is a thing of beauty. You made it yourself, and 
heck, it was almost as much fun as tying a knotted 
leader that’s unfortunately only as strong as its weak-
est knot. Oops, I did it again. Sorry. Multiply your to-
tal of 18 wraps by 4 and your leader has a theoretical 
strength of 72 pounds at the top, and tapers to 6 times 
4 or 24 pounds at the bottom.
Thanks for helping me make a case for a furled leader. 
You did very well, indeed.

End Note — Though I first heard of furled leaders 
through Hans Weilenmann, an article on Global Fly-
Fisher by Henk Verhaar was what really piqued my 
interest, and I am quite sure that all Americans who 
make furled leaders have been influenced by Henk 
Verhaar’s article. Some keep their technique close to 
the vest but will send you one of their leaders for a 
penny less than $15. I am referencing only those who 
credit Mr. Verhaar’s influence, who have also recog-
nized his copyright, and the spirit he has offered his in-
structions for non-commercial dissemination among 
fly fishers. The references below represent variations 
and additions deemed by the authors to be the best 
for targeting various species of fish.

A close-up 
of the 
loops on 
the third 
(62") peg.

Fishing seems to be the favorite 
form of loafing.

E. W. Howe
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At a recent club trip to Puerto Penasco, I noticed some members having problems entering andor exiting 
the water. There seems to be some controversy over the proper technique for this. Over light beverages this was discussed 
with the experts and experienced with marked differences of opinions. I hope this article will spark some more discussion.
    I am going to give you my techniques and the reasons for them. They might be wrong but I would like to hear from you 
why they are wrong. This is how I/we learn.
      We all know it is almost never windy at Rocky Point. But for the one in a hundred time it is, I will    discuss this rare occasion. 
       Fins are in the way for your entrance and exits into the water. Secure them properly to your boat when going through 
the waves. Have all items you value put away securely before going through the surf. 
Entrance: Move your pontoon boat down to the edge of the water with the seat facing the shore. Put your oars out to the 
sides. Pick your route carefully especially if there are rocks in your path. Position your boat far enough into the water so that 
when a small wave comes in, and you sit down, you will be floating. Stand there holding onto your boat looking for a lull in 
the waves. As soon as you sit down, put your feet on the foot rests and row quickly out of the surf zone. In shallow water, 
your oars can get purchase against the rocks and sand. When you are well clear of the surf zone, put your fins on and stow 
your oars, in that order.
The reasons I do not suggest wearing fins during this entrance are:
   1)-  It is difficult to stand, walk and move your boat in surf while wearing fins.
   2)- Fins are inefficient in shallow water, oars are much more effective.
   3)- You will move through the surf zone more swiftly with oars.
   4)- Rowing and fining at the same time is also inefficient.
Exit: Take off your fins and securely store everything. Position yourself so you are facing the shore with your feet on the foot 
rests. If there are rocks in your way, carefully pick your route into the beach. Let the waves take you toward the shore, using 
your oars to lightly guide you in the correct direction and keep your boat facing the beach. When the boat has grounded, 
stand up, grab the foot rests and pull the boat up on shore out of the waves.
The reasons I do not suggest wearing fins during this exit are:
   1)- You should be facing the beach. You can’t use your fins very well.
   2)- When your boat is grounded/beached you want to pull it out of the surf as fast as you can before another wave hits. You 
are clumsy and slow moving in fins. This is where accidents occur.
     If you are wearing an auto-inflate life vest, I strongly suggest you disable the “auto” part of this when going through the 
surf. I have personal knowledge on this. If the waves look too big, consider going to the 2nd estuary. Launching there is easy 
even in high winds. Some of you might have a physical difficulty in doning and taking off your fins while floating in your 
boat. I can’t suggest anything here without knowing what the disability is. Others might have fins that are just too hard to 
put on and take off in your boat. To the latter, I suggest looking at some different fins/buckle systems. Since we wear our fins 
a lot in Arizona, we shouldn’t be using fins that are difficult puting on and removing.
Well, I hope this stimulates some thought. Let me know what you think.

Carl Rutherford

Questions?
Catch me, Carl at:
carlruthe@gmail.com

PONTOONS ENTERING AND EXITING THE WATER AT ROCKY POINT

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP DRIVE FOR 2015
Dave Weaver custom built St. Croix 4 piece, 9 foot, 4 weight.  Dave is using a top of the line St. 

Croix SCv blank for this build. If you were at the December meeting, you saw that Dave has 
turned a custom cork handle for it, and the rod has lots of cool touches. YOU WANT THIS ROD!! 

We will hold the rod raffle at our April 2015 meeting. 
Here are the rules for the rod raffle: 

2015 Membership Drive 
Annual Memberships--$35

Early Bird Special--Receive Two-Raffle Tickets:
If you pay at the Dec club meeting, or by mail before Dec 31

Receive One-Raffle Ticket: If you pay after Jan 1st, but before the April club meeting. Payments 
made by mail must be received by the date of the meeting. 

Lifetime Memberships--$350
Early Bird Special--Receive Ten-Raffle Tickets: Pay by December 31

Receive Five-Raffle Tickets: If you pay after Jan 1st, but before the April club meeting. 
Existing lifetime Members:

You can still participate in the annual membership raffle by purchasing a single ticket for $10—
limit one ticket per membership.

Questions??  >Catch Joe Staller at: joestaller@yahoo.com  or  joseph.staller@freescale.com
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Yep, it’s that time of year again and as much as I hate making resolutions, 
they get me thinking about improvements I need (and want) to make in my 
life. If you are looking to improve your fishing ability here are fifteen fly 
fishing resolutions that will help you take it to the next level.
1)- Casting Accuracy- becoming an accurate caster will change your game. On the 
majority of my guided trips I spend a large percentage of time helping my customers 
improve their casting in an effort to get the fly where it needs to go in order to catch 
fish. In our small streams I find that browns don’t move a long way to take a fly. The 
fish might be holding in the undercut bank and unless you can get the fly to drift 
there, he won’t come out for it. You can get a drift and not get a hit and cast the fly in 
the same area but where it is tight against the structure and all of a sudden the trout 
takes your fly. Working on accuracy will not only catch more fish but it will also keep 
you out of the trees.
2)- More Time on the Water- I have never heard anyone say “I want to fish less”. Get-
ting more time on the water can be tricky as we have families, jobs and other respon-
sibilities but fishing is a healthy hobby and can help you relax in this stressful world.
3)- Fish Local- This will help with the above goal as well. If you can find a place to 
fish that is close to home, you will be able to get more time on the water. Find a local 
pond that is loaded with bluegill or check out the Arizona Game and Fish website for 
local fishing opportunities and pick a place that doesn’t require a lot of driving.  
4)- Teach a Kid to Fly Fish- This is a biggie. If we would all take a kid under our 
wing and mentor them in fly fishing, we would ensure that we have people who care 
about our waters in the future. Kids always remember their first fish, best day of fish-
ing and the time you take to teach them. There is no greater feeling than being there 
when they get the “bug” and develop an excitement for the outdoors.
5)- Learn to Tie Flies- If you already tie then you realize the benefits that come with 
it. It is always to fun to catch fish on a fly that you tied or better yet, designed. Tying 
also allows you to tweak patterns to make them more “fishy”. I am always thinking 
about ways I can make a pattern even better. 
6)- Focus on One Piece of Water- This could be a stream, river or lake that you are 
already fishing but don’t really know the ins and outs of it. So many times I have an-
glers tell me that “so and so water fished terrible this year” when my opinion is that it 
was FANTASTIC! What is the difference? They are usually fishing it a few times a year 
and I am on it monthly, weekly, and sometimes daily. Choose one fishery and fish 
it every time you go fishing.  You will never learn what happens when the seasons 
change, storms roll in, water temps rise or fall by sitting on the couch reading a fish-
ing report. This leads to number seven.
7)- Stop Relying on Fishing Reports- You know that saying “you should have been 
here yesterday”? Sometimes it is true and at other times we happen to be there on 
that epic day when the stars line up and every fish is eating. Fishing varies from day 
to day and from angler to angler. I can’t even remember the last time I looked at a 
report before going out. Get out there and make your own report and challenge 
yourself to learn how to find fish when things are tough.
8)- Chase a Different Species- This will make you a better angler. When I am asked 
how I have won so many accuracy competitions, the answer is by chasing carp. It 
requires extreme accuracy and fewer casts and has greatly improved my fishing abili-
ties. So if you are only a trout fisherman and want to challenge yourself, learn how to 
fish for a different species. It will open your world.
9)- Keep a Journal- This is a great tool that can take you to the next level. You can 
look back and see what hatches were going off last year, or what flies worked last 
June on your favorite trout stream. There is no reason to keep reinventing the wheel 
when you can track your previous successes and failures on your favorite waters.
10)- Find a New Fishing Buddy- I am not suggesting that you dump your best friend 
but rather add someone else to the mix. In a perfect world this should be someone 
who is a better angler than you. You can only learn so much from yourself, books and 
the internet. And don’t just fish together, stand back and watch. I love watching oth-
ers fish. We all do things differently and you might learn a cool cast or see them catch 
a fish out of a spot where you would have never thrown a fly. There are some things 
that can only be learned on the water.

15 Fly Fishing 
Resolutions 
for 2015

By
Cinda Howard

Fly Fish Arizona and Beyond
www.flyfisharizona.com
480-217-5089
cinda@flyfisharizona.com
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11)- Step Out of Your Comfort Zone- This is very important if you want to catch fish all year. What I mean, is if you 
only fish trout lakes, learn how to fish a stream. A good reason is in our high mountain lakes, we have problems 
with high water temps and unfavorable P.H. levels which can lead to tough fishing days. If you have the ability to 
fish a stream during this time, you will catch fish when others aren’t. Or, when the streams or rivers are experienc-
ing spring runoff, you could fish a lake that just thawed and the fish are coming out of winter mode and looking 
for food. 
12)-Learn to Double Haul- I want to preface this by saying that it will be almost impossible if you can’t cast 40 
feet of line with a tight loop. If you can do that, then it isn’t that hard to learn to haul. The reason it is important is 
that you will improve your distance, be able to cast in the wind without much effort, and be able to get a cast off 
quickly. I haul in almost every casting situation and with every rod I cast. People think this is only for long distance 
casting but that just isn’t true. I use this technique even when I am fishing my 7’ 3 weight in a small stream. It is 
just way more efficient. 
13)- Buy Local- This is very important and I can’t tell you how much I have learned from local fly shops. They are 
an important part of our local fishing economy and if you don’t have a mom and pop shop in your local area, sup-
port the local talent in places like Orvis, Bass Pro, Cabela’s, Sportsman’s Warehouse, etc. 1) It keeps money in the 
local economy. 2) It supports those who support fly fishing and conservation. 3) It is just the right thing to do. I 
have met people who go into the local shops, take up their time trying on waders and boots or casting rods then 
go home and try to find it cheaper online. It is wrong. If you try it on in the shop and like it, the right thing to do 
is to buy it there.
14)- Get into Fly Fishing Shape- As a guide, my job is to design a trip that makes it safe for everyone. There are 
too many times that a client wants to fish some cool remote stream but just isn’t able to get there or back because 
the majority of their time is spent sitting in a chair. Commit to hiking, biking, running or something that will help 
you get the most out of your fishing days. In 2014 I made it a goal to either bike or hike on days I wasn’t guiding 
or fishing and it has done amazing things to my ability to get in and out of our remote areas. 
15)- Checking and Maintaining Equipment- There is nothing worse than getting to the water and finding your 
floating line no longer floats because it is dirty, dry and cracked. Or, taking the reel out of the case and discovering 
the drag is malfunctioning. Cleaning your lines, checking your waders for leaks, and other general maintenance 
will help you get the most out of your time on the water.
Becoming a better angler requires learning new techniques, doing things differently and stepping out of our 
comfort zone. By making smart resolutions and sticking to them you are committing to making changes that 
will improve your time on the water. 
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EDUCATION BITS an' Stuff
. . .from Dick Brooks
Comments...Questions?? Catch me at: gdubby77@gmail.com

"EGAD!!! 
WHAT 
HAVE 
I GOTTEN 
MYSELF 
INTO?"

     Having reached my age of maturity several decades ago I assumed that all the difficult things in life 
had been presented to me by now.  It was not to be.  I recently encountered a device that until mastered can 
cause one all sorts of frustration.  Being of an elder generation I learned to drive a car with a stick shift, I am 
sure some of you still recall what that was like. Jerking and bouncing and stalling the motor until you got the 
clutch engagement just right.   Next came sex, which I still haven't figured out completely about when it is 
going to happen. At least after 40 years of marriage I know the WHO part. As a child I remember fumbling 
with the basic eating utensils trying to coordinate the knife with the fork to cut my food but finally became 
sufficiently capable to at least feed myself without making too much of a mess.  Learning to tie my shoes came 
rather easily and as I got older threading a needle to be able to sew on a wayward button was not a problem.  I 
even learned that old trick of rubbing my tummy and patting my head at the same time with not much effort.

     Then I got into fishing.  Learning the knots was not to hard as I had been a Boy Scout and a sailor and re-
ceived sufficient training in both of those venues to be a somewhat accomplished knot tier.  Fly fishing added 
a few more knots and I was able to add them to my repertoire without much trouble.  Of course tying a Bimini 
Twist is still beyond my comprehension but I have not been in a situation where that knot was necessary.

     After learning to cast a fly with at least some measure of talent the next logical step was to build a fly rod.  
With much help from our own Dave Weaver my new rod came out quite nice. It does not look like a bunch 
of five year olds got together one afternoon and made a fishing pole.

     So what comes next? Fly lines come complete, my previous article discussed how a furled leader can be 
made at home, so I guess tying my own flys becomes the next step.  Up until recently I either purchased them 
from the local outlets, bought them online, won them at the monthly club raffle or was fortunate to have 
some of my fishing buddies give me some of their creations.   So I decided to try tying my own.   It didn't 
appear to be to difficult and as long as I stayed with the simple medium sized flys I assumed it should be 
relatively easy.  Had no trouble getting the thread started on the hook, only broke it a few times until I learned 
about just how much tension that tender thread can take. Wrapping on dubbing and some flash was simple 
enough.  Adding some legs and other items of decoration seemed to go quickly and when all the building of 
the fly was done I was instructed to whip finish the fly with the tool that came supplied with the kit.

     My kit supplied whip finisher was of the Thompson variety. A springy piece of wire that had several little 
half circles bent into it and rotated in a small handle and looked if not simple at least manageable.  BOY WAS 
I WRONG!  I was shown how to catch the thread with the front hook, dip the device to catch the thread with 
the second hook and then let it roll over and lay the thread next to the finished fly and rotate it several times 
to tie off the thread.  Suddenly all of my learned dexterity I had collected over the years evaporated.  After 
several clumsy and failed attempts my instructor stopped over at my tying station and patiently showed me 
several times how it was done.  No matter how many times I tried I could not get the thread to stay engaged 
in the hooks long enough to make things work.  By now many of you accomplished tiers are probably chuck-
ling to yourselves as this is really supposed to be a simple process.   The more I tried and failed the more 
frustrated I became which ended with the impossible tool being thrown across the room only to wind up 
stuck in the wall.  I had to resort to the old fashioned way of throwing a half hitch around the end of the fly 
with my fingers.

     Several months later when my high level of frustration had subsided I spent an afternoon in front of the 
computer looking at the many videos on YouTube and learned that there are many variations of the whip 
finisher and wound up purchasing a Materalli style which with several attempts I was finally able to master.

     I have since learned that there are several variations of this device and they seem to serve their purpose 
for many.  So far I have stayed with the simple patterns, dog bones, chamois worms, and some of Joe Staller's 
Bluegill flies.  Can't wait to see what is next.  Maybe I will try to tie some of Vince's Muskie patterns but I have 
some time before I will need them and am currently at peace with the process so why disturb a sleeping dog?

     Hope that this simple narrative gives some of you that have had trouble with this device some comfort...
you are not alone.

I do hunt, and I do fish, and I don't apologize to 
anybody for hunting and fishing.

Norman Schwarzkopf
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Michael Georgopapadakos-Vice President
Harriet Georgopapadakos- Treasurer

Helen Corson- Secretary
Outings- Gentry Smith

Programs- Gentry Smith/David Huang
Library

Evelyn Burandt
Retail/Books/Logo -Jerry King

Membership- Dave Weaver
(Also- Newsletter distribution)

Education 
 Gentry Smith

Conservation- Joe Miller/Dick Brooks
TU/FFF Liaison- Bob Harrison   

Raffles- Tom Russo
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Robert McKeon

Website Administrator
Bill Batchelor

 
Member at Large

Dick Brooks, David Huang, 
Charlie Rosser, Rick Scott
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http://www.desertflycasters.com 

2014 DESERT FLY C ASTERS
BOARD OF DIREC TORS

See ya Wednesday...

February 11, 2015

ANNUAL DFC BANQUET
FEBRUARY 11, 2015

Questions?? Catch Charlie Rosser at:
chasr123@cox.net or 480-586-7163

Dead Horse Ranch State Park 
February 20-22, 2015

Questions??  Catch me Harriet Georgopapadakos at: harrietg@q.com
call or text 480-363-5552

There's a fine line between fishing and just stand-
ing on the shore like an idiot.

Steven Wright


